The Royal Family Childcare Index

NOTES & REFERENCES
This Index has been especially prepared for our busy families all around the world to give them fingertip access to Our King & Queen’s treasure house of life changing lessons, counsel, and precious jewels of wisdom, not only in the area of childcare but for many other areas of daily living for Jesus as well.

REFERENCES:

"D" references refer to THE STORY OF DAVIDITO & THE STORY OF OUR CHILDREN. For example, 99:14 refers to Chapter 99, paragraph 14. (Please note that the references are to chapter numbers, not to any other numbering used in these Letters. There are two DAVIDITO Chapters numbered 99; so for the sake of indexing them, we have referred to the chapter entitled, "Whoopin’ Gough" as chapter 99, & "El Canario" as 27A. The two paragraphs 9 in Chapter 47 are treated as 9 & 9A. In Chapter 7, the paragraphs are numbered incorrectly after 19. We have re-numbered these paragraphs 20-31 & ask the Reader to do the same.)

"T" refers to TECHI’S LIFE STORY. Please note that Techi Chapter 33 is printed in "The Story of Davidito" Ch. 81/3.

"MT" refers to MARIA’S TECHI STORY. These are found in ML785-790, 794, 795, 827, 863, 864, & are referred to here by the chapter number of the story rather than their ML number.

"FM" refers to FATHER’S LIFE STORY. The 14 chapters of Father’s story are found in Family News #50 (March 1982), & reprinted in the FN Encyclopedia (Beginning on pg. 1059.

"HD" refers to OUR FAMILY HISTORY by Hosea. Chapters 1-3 are found in Heavenly Helpers Volume 2, as well as the FN Encyclopedia (pg. 856). Chapters 4 & 4A are found in Kids Pages #14 & #16, as well as the FN Encyclopedia (pg. 856). Chapters 5 & 6 are in Family News #50 (March 1982), reprinted in FN Encyclopedia. (See pg. 1059).

"ML" refers to selected M0 LETTERS that contain information about children, childcare & childcare related topics.

ABBREVIATIONS:

f/h = footnote (or an additional section at the end of a Chapter)

p/c = picture (referred to by the nearest numbered paragraph)

inst = insert (material with no paragraph number that has been inserted into the text)

Letter or Chapter

Other abbreviations include: intro = introduction, w/ = with, w/o = without, 4 = for, PG = pregnant, CC = childcare, B4 = before, etc.

You will also occasionally find such entries as "home split/unite for D/", under the topic "devotions". The "D/" refers to "devotions". Under "Birthdays", the entry "1/2 year/2" refers to "1/2 year/2 birthday".

"T", "N" & "C" have also been used throughout the Index to refer to Dad, Maria & children.

GUIDE WORDS & CROSS-REFERENCES:

To help you find each entry quickly, we have printed the first & last topic you will find on each page at the top of each page. To be of further assistance we have included many cross-reference notations that suggest other related themes & topics found elsewhere in the index. (Note: For the most part people’s names have been indexed simply by their first name.)
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DAVIDITO: Behaviour
04:54-57 "Exercises for Your Baby"
04:54 bats at toys hung on crib
04:53 reaching out
04:51 Johnny Jump-up
07:47 jumps on mattress
07:46 uses two hands
07:45 played with a block
07:45 playing with blocks
06:8 use of hands
07:5 tries to turn over
07:4 drinking from glass
07:2 makes different sounds
07:15 didn't like bottle
08:15 concentrates for longer
08:54 stands for long periods
08:19 feet coordination
08:16 tried to say "ball"
08:16 pushes beach ball/walker
08:15 holds a stick
08:12 tries to put in mouth
08:12 walks holding two fingers,
08:10 worst teething trials
08:09 takes a step
08:08 turns around
08:07 gives up
08:04 walks
07:37 connected
07:36 independent
07:25 stands in walker
07:23 drinking from a glass
07:20 begins to stand
07:19 reaches for things
07:07 begins to walk
07:06 turns over
07:02 makes different sounds
07:01 didn't like bottle
06:57-62 "Exercises for Your Baby"
06:54 bats at toys hung on crib
06:53 reaching out
06:51 Johnny Jump-up
07:47 jumps on mattress
07:45 played with a block
06:8 use of hands
07:5 tries to turn over
07:4 drinking from glass
07:2 makes different sounds
07:15 didn't like bottle
08:15 concentrates for longer
08:54 stands for long periods
08:19 feet coordination
08:16 tried to say "ball"
08:16 pushes beach ball/walker
08:15 holds a stick
08:12 tries to put in mouth
08:12 walks holding two fingers,
08:10 worst teething trials
08:09 takes a step
08:08 turns around
08:07 gives up
08:04 walks
07:37 connected
07:36 independent
07:25 stands in walker
07:23 drinking from a glass
07:20 begins to stand
07:19 reaches for things
07:07 begins to walk
07:06 turns over
07:02 makes different sounds
07:01 didn't like bottle
06:57-62 "Exercises for Your Baby"
06:54 bats at toys hung on crib
06:53 reaching out
06:51 Johnny Jump-up
07:47 jumps on mattress
07:45 played with a block
06:8 use of hands
07:5 tries to turn over
07:4 drinking from glass
07:2 makes different sounds
07:15 didn't like bottle
08:15 concentrates for longer
08:54 stands for long periods
08:19 feet coordination
08:16 tried to say "ball"
08:16 pushes beach ball/walker
08:15 holds a stick
08:12 tries to put in mouth
08:12 walks holding two fingers,
08:10 worst teething trials
08:09 takes a step
08:08 turns around
08:07 gives up
08:04 walks
07:37 connected
07:36 independent
07:25 stands in walker
07:23 drinking from a glass
07:20 begins to stand
07:19 reaches for things
07:07 begins to walk
07:06 turns over
07:02 makes different sounds
07:01 didn't like bottle
06:57-62 "Exercises for Your Baby"
06:54 bats at toys hung on crib
06:53 reaching out
06:51 Johnny Jump-up
07:47 jumps on mattress
07:45 played with a block
06:8 use of hands
07:5 tries to turn over
07:4 drinking from glass
07:2 makes different sounds
07:15 didn't like bottle
08:15 concentrates for longer
08:54 stands for long periods
08:19 feet coordination
08:16 tried to say "ball"
08:16 pushes beach ball/walker
08:15 holds a stick
08:12 tries to put in mouth
08:12 walks holding two fingers,
08:10 worst teething trials
08:09 takes a step
08:08 turns around
08:07 gives up
08:04 walks
07:37 connected
07:36 independent
07:25 stands in walker
07:23 drinking from a glass
07:20 begins to stand
07:19 reaches for things
07:07 begins to walk
07:06 turns over
07:02 makes different sounds
07:01 didn't like bottle
06:57-62 "Exercises for Your Baby"
06:54 bats at toys hung on crib
06:53 reaching out
06:51 Johnny Jump-up
07:47 jumps on mattress
07:45 played with a block
06:8 use of hands
07:5 tries to turn over
07:4 drinking from glass
07:2 makes different sounds
07:15 didn't like bottle
08:15 concentrates for longer
08:54 stands for long periods
08:19 feet coordination
08:16 tried to say "ball"
08:16 pushes beach ball/walker
08:15 holds a stick
08:12 tries to put in mouth
08:12 walks holding two fingers,
08:10 worst teething trials
08:09 takes a step
08:08 turns around
08:07 gives up
08:04 walks
07:37 connected
07:36 independent
07:25 stands in walker
07:23 drinking from a glass
07:20 begins to stand
07:19 reaches for things
07:07 begins to walk
07:06 turns over
07:02 makes different sounds
07:01 didn't like bottle
06:57-62 "Exercises for Your Baby"
06:54 bats at toys hung on crib
06:53 reaching out
06:51 Johnny Jump-up
07:47 jumps on mattress
07:45 played with a block
06:8 use of hands
07:5 tries to turn over
07:4 drinking from glass
07:2 makes different sounds
07:15 didn't like bottle
08:15 concentrates for longer
08:54 stands for long periods
08:19 feet coordination
08:16 tried to say "ball"
08:16 pushes beach ball/walker
08:15 holds a stick
08:12 tries to put in mouth
08:12 walks holding two fingers,
LEMONS
Leonardo da Vinci
Lentils
T65:16 demanding, regal baby
D14:28 learning by experience
T40:31 smart; Dad an admirer of
D24: all David's afflictions
D90:23 discipline slowly rec'd
T20:12 Techi likes
D5:6 I health food
081/3:53 from Bible study
D70:7 sickness due to dirt
D27:21 strong in the Word/accept
D27:16 trusting the Lord
O27:2 from sickness
O24:70 faith 4 desperate prayer
D24:60on handicapped children
T23:16-22 positive for babies
T23:15 stewardship
T21:13 re: leaving notebook
T19:24 asking for help
T19:20 obeying first checks
T18:3 daily/ Techi & Dora
T14:2 attack w/faith 4 prayer
T10:6,15,21 teaching others
T33:4 in Bible & ML's
T33:41 Techi/joining prayer

T35:53 from Bible study
T35:13,14 apply Word to learn
T35:49,49 : applying quotations
T40:25,25 relaxing each other
T40:10 children to pray for food
T35:47-50 investigations, Jesus
O36:1 not talk to kids if present
T47:17 victories w/Lord's help
T47:20-25 Techi's faith tests
T47:23 take authority over C
T50:6-10 RF Staff/buya down all
S50:16 desperate prayer/need
T52:28 gifts love more
T33:40 don't 3 in front of C,
D35:31 enjoy/ the kids/neg
D43:5-6 desire to learn from God
D58:15 Faithy from Dad daily
D71:23-24 hungry/Italy/Fai thy/Teen
D114:6-66, 159-260, 2600
D90:10-12
D23:22 public on buses
D1:02.04 when enemy attack
D1:01.22 limits
D1:29.29 for Techi's growth
D1:33.23 due to selfishness
D1:27.27 God's child
Robert Goodman
D60:01 Aquarens
D60:16-26 Sun signs/Places child
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
D22:03 don't initiate or say
D50:24 like (see also: drinking)
D60:20 for teething
D111:45 not too much with meals
D26:12 when teething
D20:7 move to
D46:1 move to Portugal!
MARIA: Facts About Her Life

D44:4 cautions Dad @ security
D72:10 Dad comments on
D52:14 comronts re: DI to/Dad
D47:2 sends Sara on errand
D80:11 love for others In clinic
D78:10 expecting Tech I
D86:18 birthday 4 outing
D86:17 even busy on "get-outs"
D86:28 does paper work/ cafe RR
D86:32 sees to home needs
D87:31 makes times 4 children
D87:12 sends Alf to give Fam/$
D96:23 "home in pines" dream/true
D90:1 checks progress/new help
D100:36 Queen of WS pubs/shy
D105:1 France/Aix farm w/kids
D102:60 asks most difficult ques/
D106:22 concern for eldest/Dito'
D106:20 Leo/bit jealous/selfish
D106:84-86 discipline as a child
D108:2 had snack every 2 hrs./PG
D111:74 needed to eat more meat
D5:10 warns about breeze
T2:14/T3:1 home from hospital
T2:3,4 at hospital

MARIA: General Comments

T5:16 cologne before hand Iing baby
T13:19 baby food
T18:18 car sickness
TI2:55 wiping Dora's tears
T48:2-12 Communion w/Techl
T43:34 (pic) Maria at work on W/
T42:11 wears ski sult/Fr. Winter
T41:6 doll house for little girl
T39:49-58 witness to hitchhiker
MTS4:11 Dito's birth/a flurry
T57:1 3-day measles/isolation
MTS8:9 lost baby/3 1/2 mos/1969
MTS6:8 Dito's birth/placenta
MTS11:15 bed/10 days/after birth
MTS10:24,122 sore nipples w/Techl
ML1799:all child & teenager
D90:12 get rid of System tapes
D90:43 a 11 must accept sharing
D90:28 "find out what's wrong"
D90:27,28 we weaken ourselves
D95:9 thankful for fan/I ItAord
D92:8 maps 4 Bible/similar
D98:24 tks for Sara's log on kids
D99:47 tape recorder/lamp cord
D98.-30 Word for wisdom/stature
D104:54 courage/overcoming fear
D109:81 Word-fulI helper w/PGs
D109:79 don't plan unnatural bir/

MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT: Children

D107:37 Tachi forresses In dream
D101:43 Dito's name for her
D107:69 had great effect 84 birth
D107:45 Dora's health In/loving
D107:64 all birth to time/Sara
D109:1 (pic) at 3 mo.
D109:40,3,5 kg, surprise girl!
D109:51 calm in spite of her to Sara
D109:66 very difficult birth
D109:70 Tachi's birth/medical & David

Masturbation
D14:30 after several years
D14:41 not In front of guests
D49:22,23 2-1/2 yrs.
D77:1 10-12 yrs old
D7:8 big ball
D7:24 stroller
D7:25 walker
D8:17 playpen
D8:23 high chair
D8:23 stroller
D9:19 high chair
D13:5 utensils
D14:36 high chair
D20:21 couch
D20:20 play area
D20:21 children's room
D24:20 play
D30:12 40:22,23 2-1/2 yrs.
D30:22,23 3-1/2 yrs.
D30:21,22 2-1/2 yrs.
D30:22 2-1/2 yrs.
D30:21,22 2-1/2 yrs.
D30:21,22 2-1/2 yrs.
D30:21,22 2-1/2 yrs.
D30:21,22 2-1/2 yrs.
D30:21,22 2-1/2 yrs.
D30:21,22 2-1/2 yrs.
D30:21,22 2-1/2 yrs.
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MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT: School

- D33: 032: 030: 022:37, f/n gadget board
- D33: 022:34 picture book
- D33: 022:33 pitcher/pouring beans
- D21:28 animal posters
- D17:30 Aesop's Fables (Ladybird)
- D17:34 word books
- D16:39 paperbacks/cheaper/lighter
- D16:11 1st of school needs
- D16:09/15:42 Mr. Wordiren
- D15:50/17:52 wordbooks
- D96:23 intercom monitors
- M1 626:207,208 bedroooms
- D67:8 ironing board/bedside table
- D30:17 vacuum cleaner
- D32:17/017:43 Mr. Wordiren
- ML 1626:207,208 bedroooms
- D32:19 abacus
- 21 puzzles, shapes, etc.
- 3 aquarium
- 6 poster of daytime/night

MATH

- Maternity Ward
- 043:4 counting to 20/2 yrs.3 mo.
- 035:1,2 time, comparisons
- HD5:23 prophecy chart/Dad's
- H35:23 Dad/chalkboard
- D110:50-54 chalkboard/ref bks/etc
- D99.-5 aerial for pointer
- D91.-5 paint brush
- 084:34,35 Speak 4 Spel I
- 084:15 Mighty Man chart
- 079:22-25 small typewriter
- 053:17 magnifying glass, shovel
- 081/1:4 subjects taught
- 066:35 writing numbers
- 063:18 telling time/3 yrs.4 mos.
- D59:20 writing numbers/do-f-to-dot
- D55:4-7 weights 4 measures, time
- D55:3 learning 1-20
- 052:18-21 money, playing store
- D51:14-16 counting/workbooks
- D49:5 counting exercise at 2-1/2
- 062:21 making dominoes
- D60:21 paper doll
- D49:4 world globe, stamps
- D48:24 big face watch
- D47:18 bulletin/posterboard
- 046:9 low school table
- 040:7 musical instruments, etc.
- D37:26 stamp book
- D36:40,41 stamp/coin collection
- D33:13-17 books & toys to use
- D32:5 Noah's ark toy
- D32:29 fly swatter, dustpan
- D32:19 art projects/school
- D32:24 nut tin board
- D31:36 a bulldog clip
- D30:41 stamp/collection
- D29:14 art supplies
- D28:14 math blocks
- D27:18 nolet/period board
- D24:24 in stripes to hold
- D23:10 get from slaughter-house
- D19:30 cold
- D19:26 green beans
- D19:24 free
- D19:18 wardrobe
- D18:34 word grid
- D17:45 word grid
- D16:35 word grid
- D16:28 word grid
- D15:10 word grid
- D14:40 word grid
- D13:8 word grid
- D12:6 word grid
- D11:4 word grid
- D10:2 word grid
- D09:0 word grid
- D08:8 word grid
- D07:6 word grid
- D06:4 word grid
- D05:2 word grid
- D04:0 word grid
- D03:8 word grid
- D02:6 word grid
- D01:4 word grid
- ML 1626:207,208 bedroooms
- D00:2 word grid

Cooking/ Breakfast/ Snacks)

- D110:7 kids/brkfst/school room
- D48:20 in health salad
- 012:23 adult influence/speeds M/
- T8:18 firm 4 flat
- D74:18 put board under/4 firmness
- T56:5 games to learn numbers
- 0110:45 multiplication/measuring
- T60:16 meal prayer/with meaning
- T54:21 dress-up nights at dinner
- T24:3 Tech w/family

MEASLES

- D27:35 beglnnng symptoms
- 1)86:40 Techt gets after outing
- Meat Loaf
- MechanIc
- 056:40 Dlto/more quickly
- 012:23 adult Influence/speeds M/
- T8:18 firm 4 flat
- D74:18 put board under/4 firmnesn
- T56:5 games to learn numbers
- 0110:45 multiplication/measuring
- T60:16 meal prayer/with meaning
- T54:21 dress-up nights at dinner
- T24:3 Tech w/family

Medical Books

- D5:41 liver most complete protein
- D5:47 breakfast/w/protein
- D90:48 get from slaughter-house
- T20:6 at 7 mos./chicken, liver
- T20:9 heart,'brains, beef
- MT 6:14 cooperate w/

Meetings

- D108:25 1st dco-do/use olive oil
- W
- D89:46 avoid/System talismans
- D98:47,51,58,63 cause more fear
- 03:62,63 natural/4 water retention
- 032:8,9 anti-bacterial creme
- D34:31 Iodine for cuts/bites
- MT 6:14 cooperate w/

Menstruation

- T23:6 caroomile tea
- M1 4:8 similar to labour
- T4:5 employed by clinics
- M1 3:10 lltaiy, etc/like doctors
- M1 3:19 dedicated/unhurried
- M1 3:21 not all dedicated
- M1 3:22 not equipped/emergencies
- M1 3:26 trained/friendly
- M1 3:27 prepares delivery room
- D1:150 breast milk coming in
- D5:19-22 whole, powdered, etc.
- D8:12 substitute w/yoghurt
- D6:12 essential In child's diet
- D69:10 avoid when feverish
- D68:12 lOf/n antidote for poison
- D65:2 while on the potty
- D63:2 while on the potty
- D61:13 while playing on swing
- D65:2 while on the potty
- D60:13 cold
- D59:13 cold
Physical Development

Photography

Physical Education

Pets

Dl: 103,130,163 of baby
D3: 59 to Godahf i
T12: 24 excess in cow's mi Ik
D5: 59 sources
ML 1646: 34 pet shops are dangerous
ML 990: 116 Dad I Ikes cats/clean
D27: 9 Davida scratched by cats
D69: 51 for sick children
D65: 21 cat, care of
D42: 32 rare opportunity to have
D32: 32 bird's eggs
D34: 31 rabbit bites Dito
(See: Stimulation & Training)
(See: Davidlto/Techl: Development)

D26: 31:26 baby ducks
D9: 36 rabbits
MTS 3: 33 practise drive/clinic
D12: 29 dogs
MTS 9: 2 left hospital
MTS 2: 24 humble/helpful/falthful
T62: 14 videoing Communion
T61: 13 Techl's "night partner"
T26: 13 playtime w/Techl

Pisces

Pipe Cleaners

T13/1. 4 lady-like Techl
0110: 25 make figures 4 Word thane
T35: 78 verses come to Ii fe
MTS 4: 32 prop woman for delivery
T29: 20 Techl disciplined for
T16: 24 to help sit up
D99: 34 care of during littering
ML 844: 4, 5 children understand
T60: 31 "1, 2, 3, camera's after me"
T37: 12 of the children
T35: 6 to help memorising
T33: 88 let children describe
T21: 43 from catalogues
T21: 39, 41 as-posters
T2: 13 of Techl for Dad
D81/3: 88 let children describe
D14: 31 Dito by pool
014: 1 of actions

PLAY
D105: 39 Psalm 119/about the Word

PRACTICAL LIFE SKILLS

Posters

D102/2: Jesus by Jac Sailor/helps
D105: 34 (pic) Saul/Deborah & after
D100: 9/12 Ruth/Hannah
T13/11 of Jesus
T41: 13 Jesus' pictures/cards
T123: 8 life of Jesus
T124: 11 of D to as baby
T46: 4 Joys/Grace Kiln
T34: 10, 13, Jesus at door
T46: 21 Jesus & Children/ac S.
Posture
D76: 36 while writing letters
Potassium
D32: 9 source of
Potatoes
D55: 9 Wiltish P
D62: 8 mag/pants w/hands
D53: 9 art project/porcelain
D57: 2 potato printing
Potty
D67: 4 went to bed in slide/ways
D78: 16 hop socket/potty run
D26: 20 frequently during night
D103: 3 in plastic bag/outings
T43/5: 3-techl/after dinner
T46/5 (pic) Techl reads on P
T46/6 (pic) Techl reads on P
T46/8 (pic) Techl reads on P
T46/9 (pic) Techl reads on P
T53/6, 13-16 portable/camping
POTTY TRAINING
D13: 4 diction for
D15: 15, 16 to 18 mos.
D27: 32 difficult when w/children
D28: 13 beg training 1 yr.
D31: 17 at 19 mos.
D32: 15 at 19 mos.
D50: 15ing sores on pot
D56: 25 on the ground
D57: 36 difficult when w/children
D78: 42 uses big toilet
D104: 16 Independent
D45: 5, 17 left at 2 yr, 4 mos.
D60: 8 public toilets
D37: 33-magazines for France
D78: 11/10 beditting
D76: 19 writing during day
D78: 32 when it is not Emerg.
T22: 17 Techl at 1 yr.
T107: Techl's progress
T26: 2 praise important
T35: 3 clean potty
PD41/14 goody way/Faluty
D39: 5 want plenty of
D59: 52 shine
PD41/14 goody way/Faluty
D39: 5 want plenty of
D59: 52 shine
PD41/14 goody way/Faluty
D39: 5 want plenty of
D59: 52 shine
PD41/14 goody way/Faluty
D39: 5 want plenty of
D59: 52 shine
PD41/14 goody way/Faluty
D39: 5 want plenty of
D59: 52 shine
PRACTICAL LIFE SKILLS

PRAYER

TIME 29:43 encourages
TIME 22:25 Oito pushes Techi in P/
TIME 15:8 sleeps in
TIME 11:20 used as bed
TIME 8:5,6 safety w/
TIME 8:3 using as bed
TIME 8:2,3 tips on buying
TIME 5:9 safety when pushing street
TIME 28:2 for potty training
TIME 13:2:12 can move around
TIME 5:10 to encourage child
TIME 35:57 for children's verses
TIME 31:17/2:12 can move around
TIME 21:11 fever & teething
TIME 20:5,6 over baby food
TIME 4:7 daily, desperate
TIME 3:8 over sugar water for baby
TIME 1:135,170 stomach ache
TIME 18:13-22 Dito- saved, changes
TIME 7:23 milk drinking
TIME 1:22 for food
TIME 1:20 prayer for
TIME 0:24-33 Dad/vision of stammerer
TIME 24:18 Dito prays for stammerer
TIME 24:16 needed our prayers
TIME 24:37 Dad suggests desperate
TIME 17:10 united for desperate
TIME 10:4 for child's forgiveness
TIME 9:11 after discipline
TIME 9:4,5 Oito praying
TIME 5:3 prayer re:innoculation
TIME 5:23 lay hands on/rebuke Enemy
TIME 2:6 for excursion ideas
TIME 12:9 daily
TIME 1:56 desperate for Dad
TIME 93:29 after scary stories
TIME 78:20 to overcome fear
TIME 75:48 for mom's health
TIME 74:58 don't terminate
TIME 73:17 may I like more sex
TIME 72:27 don't lift heavy things
TIME 71:50 let PGs sleep
TIME 65:48 about child's archives
TIME 64:6 about child's archives
TIME 61:19 for Techi's height/weight
TIME 60:58 for help with delivery
TIME 58:35 for delivery
TIME 57:60 for help with delivery
TIME 53:25 united, unswerving
TIME 53:11 all
TIME 50:44 about child's archives
TIME 49:44 about child's archives
TIME 48:4 about child's archives
TIME 47:48 for help with delivery
TIME 46:46-47 for help with delivery
TIME 45:73 united, unswerving
TIME 45:44 about child's archives
TIME 44:44 about child's archives
TIME 43:43 united, unswerving
TIME 42:42 for help with delivery
TIME 41:41 all
TIME 40:40 all
TIME 39:49 all
TIME 38:48 for help with delivery
TIME 37:47 united, unswerving
TIME 36:46-47 for help with delivery
TIME 35:45 united, unswerving
TIME 34:44 about child's archives
TIME 33:43 united, unswerving
TIME 32:42 for help with delivery
TIME 31:41 all
TIME 30:40 all
TIME 29:40 all
TIME 28:40 all
TIME 27:40 all
TIME 26:40 all
TIME 25:40 all
TIME 24:40 all
TIME 23:40 all
TIME 22:40 all
TIME 21:40 all
TIME 20:40 all
TIME 19:40 all
TIME 18:40 all
TIME 17:40 all
TIME 16:40 all
TIME 15:40 all
TIME 14:40 all
TIME 13:40 all
TIME 12:40 all
TIME 11:40 all
TIME 10:40 all
TIME 9:40 all
TIME 8:40 all
TIME 7:40 all
TIME 6:40 all
TIME 5:40 all
TIME 4:40 all
TIME 3:40 all
TIME 2:40 all
TIME 1:40 all
TIME 0:40 all

PREGNANCY

TIME 19:18 w/babysitter & children
TIME 14:24 for Techi's training
TIME 13:16,17 for Techi
TIME 12:14 for Techi's healing
TIME 11:17 for Techi
TIME 10:16 for Techi's healing
TIME 9:15 for Techi's healing
TIME 8:14 for Techi's healing
TIME 7:13 for Techi's healing
TIME 6:12 for Techi's healing
TIME 5:11 for Techi's healing
TIME 4:10 for Techi's healing
TIME 3:9 for Techi's healing
TIME 2:8 for Techi's healing
TIME 1:7 for Techi's healing
TIME 0:6 for Techi's healing

PREGNANCY

TIME 18:19 C/remanber each other?
TIME 17:19 for children's health
TIME 16:19 for children's health
TIME 15:19 for children's health
TIME 14:19 for children's health
TIME 13:19 for children's health
TIME 12:19 for children's health
TIME 11:19 for children's health
TIME 10:19 for children's health
TIME 9:19 for children's health
TIME 8:19 for children's health
TIME 7:19 for children's health
TIME 6:19 for children's health
TIME 5:19 for children's health
TIME 4:19 for children's health
TIME 3:19 for children's health
TIME 2:19 for children's health
TIME 1:19 for children's health
TIME 0:19 for children's health

PREGNANCY
Spanking
Sparrows
Spelling
Spiders
Spinach

D66:48 Dito learning from tapes
T37:4 fun lesson
D106:82 rarely spank a child/Word
D72:21,23 for direct disobedience
D106:21 Dito's ancestors
D97:19 for fighting
T62:12 use rolled-up newspaper
T28:40 for naughty behaviour
T28:38 for lying
D106:83,87 some need/Word better
D101:11-13 Marge taught S/dally
D5:32 talk to child
HD3:19 for fighting
D81/1:27-29 Copy-Test-Prove
D15:5 from learning reading
D86:14 picked up from adults
D81:27-29 Copy-Test-Prove
D15:5 from learning reading
D86:14 picked up from adults
D81:27-29 Copy-Test-Prove
D15:5 from learning reading
D86:14 picked up from adults

T59:16 Techl's SH/ from God
T40:38 Samuel/Techl's SH/?
D59:15 psychic abilities
D109:13 curvature/PG problems
MTS8:13 tell of pre-existence
MTS8:12 from Spirit World
T40:38 time non-existent/Sp.World
D42:33-36 people w/eviI spirits
D36:21 Dito's ancestors
D36:19 offsprings
D36:18-20 the shamarim

T40:38 Samuel/Techl's SH/?
D59:15 psychic abilities
D109:13 curvature/PG problems
MTS8:13 tell of pre-existence
MTS8:12 from Spirit World
T40:38 time non-existent/Sp.World
D42:33-36 people w/eviI spirits
D36:21 Dito's ancestors
D36:19 offsprings
D36:18-20 the shamarim

T57:19 teaching about angels
D25:19 like contagious disease
D24:25 stammering
D4:8,9 prayer needed
D27:26,28 Dito's fight of faith
D27:26,28 verses to fight fears
D25:64 don't give up
D24:25 stammering
D4:8,9 prayer needed
D27:26,28 Dito's fight of faith
D27:26,28 verses to fight fears
D25:64 don't give up
TEACHING & TRAINING

TEACHING

10:58 pray for child's motives
10:59 teach what to do, not how
10:60 teach to obey, not just to follow
10:61 teach to love, not just to like
10:62 teach to be kind, not just to be nice
10:63 teach to be responsible, not just to be obedient
10:64 teach to be creative, not just to be practical
10:65 teach to be careful, not just to be cautious
10:66 teach to be humble, not just to be modest
10:67 teach to be patient, not just to be polite
10:68 teach to be kind, not just to be nice
10:69 teach to be brave, not just to be bold
10:70 teach to be strong, not just to be tough
10:71 teach to be wise, not just to be smart
10:72 teach to be loyal, not just to be faithful
10:73 teach to be honest, not just to be truthful
10:74 teach to be generous, not just to be kind
10:75 teach to be loving, not just to be kind
10:76 teach to be patient, not just to be polite
10:77 teach to be humble, not just to be modest
10:78 teach to be creative, not just to be practical
10:79 teach to be careful, not just to be cautious
10:80 teach to be kind, not just to be nice
10:81 teach to be brave, not just to be bold
10:82 teach to be strong, not just to be tough
10:83 teach to be wise, not just to be smart
10:84 teach to be loyal, not just to be faithful
10:85 teach to be honest, not just to be truthful
10:86 teach to be generous, not just to be kind
10:87 teach to be loving, not just to be kind
10:88 teach to be patient, not just to be polite
10:89 teach to be humble, not just to be modest
10:90 teach to be creative, not just to be practical
TECHI: Behaviour

TECHI: Characteristics

TECHI: Development
INDEX for Real Mothers
CHILD CARE HANDBOOK VOLS. 1 & 2

See also "INDEX FOR BABY CARE"

WEIGHTING
D311: 14 workbooks to teach
D317: use cursive in big kids
D4: D11: RC pubs
D3: S 9: daily study exercise
D3: S 6: encourage coordination
D3: S 9: for older children
D32: Johnson's spell
D17: cursive writing
D4: 2: write/dance at 2 yrs.
D4: 19 Tech w/crayons
D4: 4: 2: pre-writing exercises
D3: 9: memory verses
D3: 7: grammar & spelling
D5: D 2: D.M./teibale memory page
D1: 1: review verses
D3: 2: for older children
D5: 9: Tech with invisible Ink
D4: 6: Bible study exercise

Yeast
See also Brewer's Yeast

D317: added to cream soup
D339: "Helpful..."
D6: 2: use lots when pregnant
D318: 26 brewers w/in formula
D4: 12: Tech used to taste
D310: 10: helps resist infection
D318: 36: eating suggestions
D310: 63: formula for Tech
D4: 11: Maria's recovery diet
D312: 23 calcium in

Zaire
T30: 29: D: stopover/plane trip
Zabulon Geppetto
D318: 24: Sheppard-Time Story
D318: 8: David's
D339: 4: True Komix
D4: 26 FC: The good, childlike
D4: 12: zinc oxide
D4: 26: 25: soothing burnings

Zoo
D310: 11: kids visit Z, Arles

Apple cider vinegar, 250

Apple juice

Apple juice

Apple juice

Apple juice

Appetite

Anise

Aperient, def. 261

Anus, def. 208

Aphrodisiac, def. 261

Appetite

Anise

Aperient, def. 261

Anus, def. 208

Aphrodisiac, def. 261

Appetite

Anise

Aperient, def. 261

Anus, def. 208

Aphrodisiac, def. 261

Appetite

Anise

Aperient, def. 261

Anus, def. 208

Aphrodisiac, def. 261

Appetite